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Still the One
Negative feedback has been used to

control continuous processes since
the late 18th century. James Watt
used a flyball governor to automat-
ically apply more steam to his

famous engine when its speed dropped too low
and to throttle back the steam when the
engine's speed rose too high.

This simple balancing act remains .the fun-
damental function of process controllers
today: Measure the process variable. Subtract
it from the setpoint to find the error. Apply a
control effort to drive the process variable
upwards if the error is positive or downwards
if fhe error is negative. Repeat until the error
is eliminated.

The tricky part of controller design is to fig-
ure out just how much of a corrective effort the
controller should apply to the process in each
case. A proportiqnal controller simply multi-
plies the error by a constant to compute its next
output. Watt's flyball governor did so mechan-
ically according to a constant determined by
the geometry of the device and the position of
an adjustable setscrew.

Unfortunately, a proportional controller
tends to quit working once it has succeeded in
driving the process variable close enough to
the setpoint. It will settle on a fixed output that
leaves the error at a small but nonzero value.
For a more detailed explanation of this steady-
state error phenomenon, see "Understanding
PID Control," Control Engineering, June
2000.

James Watt equips
his steam engine
with a flyball gover-
nor, the firsU,
mechanical feed-
back device with
proportional control
capabilities .

Integral action
Control engineers in the 1930s discovered that
the error could be' eliminated altogether by
automa~ically resetting the setpoint to an arti-
ficially high value. The idea was to let the pro-
portional controller pursue the artificial set-
point so that the actual error would be zero by
the time the c~ntroller quit working. This they
accomplished by slowly raising (or lowering)
the artificial setpoint as long as the actual error
remained nonzero.

As it happens, this automatic reset operation.
is mathematically identical to integrating the
error and adding that total to the output of the
controller's proportional term. The result is a
proportional-integr.al (PI) controller that will
continue to generate an ever-increasing output
until the error has been eliminated.

Unfortunately, integral action does not guar-
antee perfect feedback control. A PI controller
can cause closed-ll(op instability if the integral
action is too aggressive (see "Controllers Must
Balance Performance with Closed-Loop Stabil-
ity," Control Engineering, May 2000). The con-
troller may over-correct for an error and create
a new one of even greater magnitude in the
opposite direction. When that happens, the
controller will eventually start driving its out-
put back and forth between fully on and fully
off, a phenomenon known as hunting.

Derivative action .
Hunting can sometimes be remedied by adding
derivative action to the mix. The derivative
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Derivative term

The traditional PIO formula calculates the derivative term by differentiating
the error signal eft) = SP(t) - PV(t), where PV(t) is the process variable at
time t and SP(t) is the setpoint. CO(t) is the controller's o,verall output and
P, T" and TD are "tuning constants" that define the relative strengths of the
proportional, integral, and derivative terms.
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Modified derivative term

If the setpolnt changes only in a stepwise manner as in this example, its
derivative is almost always zero anyway, so the derivative action can be
computed more-or-Iess correctly by differentiating just the negative of the
process variable.

Traditional derivative :.',
computation

Computing the derivative term from
the error signal causes spikes in the
derivative action whenever the set-
point changes abruptly.

Modified derivative
eliminates spikes

Using the modified derivative term eliminates the spikes that would otherwise
appear in the derivative action when the setpoint changes. However, if the set-
point fluctuates at all between step changes, the modified derivative term will
produce erroneous results.



term in a full proportional-integral-deriv-
ative (PID) controller is active only
when the error is changing. And if the
setpoint happens to be constant, the
error changes only when the process
variable starts moving away fro~ or
towards the setpoint. This is particu-
larly helpful if the controller's previous
efforts have caused the process vari-
able to approach the setpoint too rapid-
ly. The dec~leration provided by tHe
derivq.tive action reduces the likeliho~d
of overshoot and hunting.

Unfortunately, if the derivative
action is particularly aggressive, it can
put on the brakes so hard that it caus-
es hunting all by itself. This effect is
particularly pronounced in processes
that react quickly to the controller's
efforts, such as motors and robots.

Derivative action also tends to add a
dramatic spike or "kick" to the con-'
troller's output in the case of an abrupt
change in the error due to a n~'w set-
point. This forces the controller to start
taking correcti~e action immediately
without waiting for the integral or pro-
portional action to take effect~ Com-
pared to a two-term PI controller, a full
PID controller can even appear to

. anticipate the level of effort that will
ultimately be required to maintain the
process variable at the new setpoint. In
fact, when Taylor's famous Fulscope
was first introduced with all three
terms, the derivative.term was labeled
"pre-act."

Derivative drawbacks
On the other hand, dramatic swings in
the control effort can be troublesome
in applications (such as room tempera-
ture 'control) that require slow and
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steady changes in the controller's out-
put. A blast of hot air following every .
adjustment to the thermostat would
not only be uncomfortable for the
occup~nts of the room but hard on the
furnace as well.

For such applications it is advanta-
geous to forego derivative action alto-
gether or calculate the derivative from
the negative of the process variable
rather than directly from the error. If
the setpoint is con~tant, the two calcu-
lations will be identical. If the setpoint
only changes in a stepwise manner, the
two will still remain identical except at
the instant when each' step change is
initiated. The negative derivative of the
process variable will lack the spike pre-
sent in the derivative of the error. See
the "Smoother derivative action"
graphics. Most modern controllers
offer this option for applications' that
cannot withstand "kicking."

Derivative action is also a problem
for applications that involve noisy mea-
surements. The derivative term will
contribute to the controller's output
every time the process variable appears
to change. The cOntroller could end up
taking corrective actions even if the
actual process variable has already
rea~hed the setpoint. Virtually all mod-
ern controllers offer a filtering option
to present a much smoother input to
the derivative term.

In all, derivative action is considered
by many control engineers to be more
trouble than it's worth. Nonetheless,
the complete proportional-integral-deriv-
ative (PID) co~troller had become the
state-of-the-art by the mid-1950s and
remains predominant to this day. It
works well enough for most process
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Although PIO controllers are by far
the most widely applied feed-
back devices in today's industrial

automation applications, they aren't
always well suited for every process
control problem. Academics have been

,working on countless alternatives, a few
of which have been offered as commer-
cial products.

The latest is "SuperPIO" from Honey-
well Automation & Control Solutions,
which will be available next year as part
of Honeywell's Experion Process Knowl-
edge System (PKS). Known by the prod-
uct name Profit Loop, SuperPIO is a
model-predictive control algorithm
intended to operate at the lowest level in
the control hierarchy where PID is nor-
mally hosted. See "Model-predictive
Control Looks to the Future," Control
Engineering, August 2003.

SuperPIO provides full-order model-
"

control applications (with or without
derivative action), it is relatively easy
to implement, and its basic operating
principles are easily understood.

PID in action
Consider the room temperature control
example again. If the room is large and
the furnace is small, the process will
tend to respond slowly to the con-
troller's efforts. If the process variable
should suddenly begin to differ from
the setpoint because someone opened
a door or turned up the setpoint on a
cold day, a PID controller's immediate
reaction would be determined primar-
ily by the actions of the derivative
term. This will cause the controller to
initiate a burst of corrective efforts the
instant the error changes from zero.
The error between the setpoint and the
process variable would also initiate the
thermostat's proportional action.

After a while, the integral term will
also begin to contribute to the ,con-
troller's output as the error accumu-
lates over time. In fact, the integral
action will eventually come to domi-
nate the output signal since the error
decreases so slowly in a sluggish
process. Even after the error has been
eliminated, the controller will continue
to generate an output based on the his-
tory of errors that have been accumu-

predictive control with only one knob
required to specify a faster or slower
closed-loop response, compared to the
usual three tuning constants for adjust-
ing the strength of the proportional, inte-
gral, and derivative terms in a traditional
PIO controller. Honeywell believes that
SuperPIO will also outperform traditional
pro controllers by reducing the jittering
caused by noisy process variable mea-
surements.

Experion PKS will contain both PID
and SuperPIO capabilities to enable on-
line migration to this new technology.
Honeywell has designed it so that users
inexperienced with model-predictive
control will find it easy to use, since its
setup, interface, and operation will be
very much like PIO.

Honeywell Automation &
Control Solutions
www.acs.honeywell.com 210

lating in the controller's integrator. The
process variable may then overshoot
the setpoint, causing an error in the
opposite direction.

If the integral action is not too aggres-
sive, this subsequent error will be small-
er than the original, and the integral
action will begin to diminish as negative
errors are added to the history of posi-
tive ones. This whole operation may
then repeat several times until both the
error and the accumulated error are
eliminated. Meanwhile, the derivative
term will continue to add its share to the
controller output based on the deriva-
tive of the oscillating error signal. The
proportional action, too, will come and
go as the error waxes and wanes.

Now suppose the process is a small
room heated by a large furnace. This
process would tend to respond quickly
to the controller's efforts. The integral
action will not playas dominant a role in
the controller's output since errors will
be so short lived. On the other hand, the
derivative action will tend to be larger
since the error changes rapidly when the
process is highly responsive.

Clearly the possible effects of a PID
controller are as varied as the process-
es to which they are applied. A PID
controller can fulfill its mission to elim-
inate errors, but only if properly con-
figured for each application. ce
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